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Abstract-This paper presents a survey of congestion control approaches in high speed wired network by taking into
account directions of source based congestion control research. Various survey papers reported in the literature,
regarding source congestion control techniques, has been surveyed. The techniques deployed in source base
congestion control are studied and compared in term of performance parameters and mechanism used. The main
motivation of this work is to summarize source based approach techniques and compare those techniques in terms of
years of evolution, performance parameter and technology used in their implemented.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Today the number of internet users as well as the number of applications using internet have increased drastically due to
the emergence of high speed network, which in turn increased the amount of traffic in the internet. The main side effect
of this increased load is the problem of congestion in the network. Congestion control is considered as a problem of
distributed nature, which requires a solution distributed at source–destination ends (transport layer). . The main
motivation of this work is to summarize source based approach techniques and compare those techniques in terms of
years of evolution, performance parameter and technology used in their implementation. Consequently many researchers
have considered aspects of research for congestion control at source base perspective; Afanasyev et al. (2010) have done
a comprehensive survey of various source based congestion control algorithms for different network environments.
The purpose of this literature survey is to review the congestion control research for high-speed network and
characterize the different approaches to congestion control design, by considering their advantages and limitations.
II. RELATED WORK
In the literature the substantial survey work has been reported regarding congestion control. Some significant survey
works related to the topic are as follows. Yang and Reddy (1995) have first proposed a taxonomy of congestion control
approaches in packet switched network, based on the control theory. This taxonomy contributes a frame work which
helps in the comparative study of the existing approaches and set a path toward the development of new congestion
control approaches.
Labrador and Banerjee (1999) have given a comprehensive survey of selective packet dropping policies for the
best-effort service of ATM and IP networks. They also had one a survey of control-theoretic analysis and design of endto-end congestion control with a router based scheme. As alternatives to AQM algorithms, they also surveyed
architectural approaches such as modification of source or network algorithms, and economic approaches including
pricing or optimization of allocated resources.
Reddy and Lokanatha (2008) have first made an effort to comparatively analyse the high speed source based
congestion control protocols based on various performance metrics like Throughput, Fairness, Stability, Performance,
Bandwidth Utilization and Responsiveness and further the studied the limitations of these protocols meant for the High
Speed Networks. Ho etal. (2008) surveyed state-of-the art of fast retransmit and fast recovery mechanisms of source
based congestion control algorithms to address the lost packet problem, and presented a description of some useful
algorithms, design issues, advantages, and disadvantages. They also presented taxonomy for fast retransmit and fast
recovery mechanisms of some existing transport protocols which provides a unified terminology and a frame work for
the comparison and evaluation of this class of protocols. Chandra and Subraman (2010) have presented a brief survey of
major congestion control approaches and categorization characteristics, and elaborates the TCP-friendliness concept and
then a state-of-the-art for the congestion control mechanisms designed for network they pointed out the major pros and
cons of the various congestion control approaches and evaluated their characteristics.
Afanasyev et al.(2010) have done a comprehensive survey of various source based congestion control algorithms for
different network environments. Their survey reflects that over the last 20 years many end-to-end techniques have been
developed that addressed several problems with different levels of reliability and precision. They described each
congestion control alternative, its strengths and its weaknesses and further they highlighted the fact that there search
focus has changed with the development of the internet, from the basic problem of eliminating the congestion collapse
phenomenon to problems of using available network resources effectively in different types of environments(wired,
wireless, high-speed, long-delay, etc.).
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III. CONGESTION CONTROL IN HIGH SPEED NETWORKS
The internet is a global infrastructure for information exchange that has revolutionized the social, economic, and
political aspects of our lives. One of the most crucial building blocks of the internet is a mechanism for resource sharing
and controlling congestion on the internet .Congestion can be defined as a network state in which the total demand for
resources, e.g. bandwidth, among the competing users, exceeds the available capacity leading to packet or information
loss and results in packet retransmissions (Papadimitriou, 2011). At the time of congestion in a computer network there
will be a simultaneous increase in queuing delay, packet loss and number of packet retransmissions. In other words
congestion refers to a loss of network performance when a network is heavily loaded. Keshav (2007) has defined it as “A
network is said to be congested from the perspective of a user if the service quality noticed by the user decreases because
of an increase in network load.”
Since congestion causes data loss and large delays in data transmission therefore controlling or avoiding
congestion is a critical problem in network management and design. Without proper congestion control mechanisms
there is the possibility of inefficient utilization of resources, ultimately leading to network collapse (Haider,2004). Hence
congestion control is an effort to adapt the performance of a network to changes in the traffic load without adversely
affecting user's perceived utilities. Congestion control requires quick remedial measures both at the end host and at the
routers. At the time of congestion the end host needs to decreases their data sending rates (or congestion windows) and
routers need to drop packets until the congestion state is relieved.
Congestion control refers to techniques and mechanisms that can either prevent congestion, before it happens, or
remove congestion, after it has happened. Yang and Reddy (1995) have divided congestion control mechanisms in to two
broad categories: congestion avoidance (open-loop congestion control) and congestion recovery (closed-loop congestion
control).The strategy of congestion avoidance is preventive in nature; it is aimed to keep the operation of a network at or
near the point of maximum power, so that congestion will never occur. Whereas, the goal of congestion recovery is to
restore the operation of a network to its normal state after congestion has occurred. Without a congestion recovery
scheme, a network may crash entirely whenever congestion occurs. Therefore, even if a network adopts a strategy of
congestion avoidance, congestion recovery schemes would still be required to retain throughput in the case of abrupt
changes in a network that may cause congestion. Congestion control is a (typically distributed) algorithm to share
network resources among competing traffic sources.
A network with a large bandwidth-delay product is commonly known as a high-speed network or long
fat network (shortened to LFN and often pronounced “elephant”). As defined in RFC1072 (Braden and Jacobson, 1988),
a network is considered an LFN if its bandwidth-delay product is significantly larger than 105 bits (12,500bytes). In data
communications, bandwidth-delay product refers to the product of a data link's capacity (bits/s) and its end-to-end
delay(s). The result, an amount of data measured in bits (or bytes), is equivalent to the maximum amount of data on the
network circuit at any given time, i.e. data that has been transmitted but not yet received. Some important examples of
systems where the bandwidth-delay product is large are high-capacity packet satellite channels e.g. DARPA's Wideband
Net, a DS1-speed satellite. Terrestrial fiber-optical paths will also fall in to the LFN class; for example, across-country
delay of 30ms at a DS3 bandwidth (45Mbps) also exceeds 106 bits.
IV.
SOURCE BASED CONGESTION CONTROL
Source based congestion control methods are reactive in nature i.e. source host reacts after getting congestion signals
from the networks, by reducing its transmission speed. TCP uses implicit congestion signals: packet loss or delay or the
combination of both. Based on the types of congestion signals, source based approaches are further categorized as: loss
based approach, Delay based approach, and hybrid approach:
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Loss based

Delay
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 Loss Base Approach:
Loss based approach. The earliest loss based source based solution for congestion control in high speed network,
“High Speed-TCP” was proposed by Floyd (2003). He commented that congestion control mechanisms of the Standard
TCP limit the congestion windows that can be achieved by TCP in actual environments which results in poor utilization
of network bandwidth. Therefore a new mechanism is required which effectively utilize a wide range of available
bandwidths, and competes with Standard TCP more fairly in congested environments.
Kelly (2003) considered “better utilization of network bandwidth” and “fairness with Standard TCP” as two major
challenges while designing TCP congestion control for high-speed network and proposed “Scalable TCP”. Leith and
Shorten (2004) raised the issue of backward compatibility of high speed TCP with Standard TCP while deployment of
high speed TCP. He proposed “H-TCP” with focus on fairness, friendliness, responsiveness and throughput. Xu et
al.(2004) commented that previous high speed TCP approaches only solved the bandwidth scalability and TCP
friendliness problems. He pointed out another important issue termed as round trip time (RTT) unfairness for high speed
congestion control and pro- posed “BIC TCP” as its solution.
Wang et al. (2005) considered dynamic bandwidth utilization as another challenge for high speed TCP and proposed a
sender side enhancement method “TCPW-A TCP” by using the concept of agile probing. Rhee and Xu (2008) proposed
“CUBIC TCP” by using a cubic window growth function and focused on improving the “TCP-friendliness” and “RTTfairness” characteristic by making window growth rate RTT independent. Kliazovich et al. (2008) uses logarithmic
increase function and proposed “LogWestwood + TCP” having low sensitivity with respect to RTT value, while
maintaining high network utilization in a wide range of network settings. Marfia et al.(2005) considered RTT- fairness as
severe problem because it adversely affects the long- RTT flow performance and proposed “TCP Libra” which ensure
fairness and scalability regardless of the RTT, while remaining friendly towards legacy TCP.


Delay Based Approach
Due to continuous advancement in computing, communication and storage technology, Wei et al .(2006) considered
poor bandwidth scalability of standard TCP, as a key challenge for TCP congestion control in high-speed network. He
proposed a first delay based source based method “FASTTCP” for congestion control in high speed network and
considered throughput, fairness, stability and responsiveness as key issues for high-speed TCP. Xiu chao et al.(2009)
have proposed “Sync-TCP” a delay based solution for congestion control in high speed environment and proposed a
concept of flow level coordination for handling congestion. “Sync-TCP” guarantees a better trade-off between
throughput and friendliness which is a serious issue while deploying new high speed TCP.


Hybrid Based Approach
King et al. (2005) have proposed a first hybrid method “TCP-Africa” for high speed congestion control and raised a
major issue of maintaining a careful balance between the increased aggressiveness and the fairness and safety while
developing TCP for high bandwidth delay product network. Shimonishi and Murase (2005) considered TCP-Reno
efficiency– friendliness trade off as a most important issue in highs-peed TCP design because TCP-Reno unfriendliness
is the major hurdle in the way of high speed TCP deployment in current internet. They proposed “TCP-AR”
(AdaptiveReno) to ensure friendliness to TCP-Reno, as well as efficiency in high-speed networks. Tan and Song(2006)
emphasized that pure delay-based approaches may not work well if they compete with loss- based flows and proposed a
hybrid approach “Compound TCP” which provides very good bandwidth scalability and at the same time achieves good
TCP-fairness. Kaneko et al.(2007) proposed “TCP fusion” which exploits three useful characteristics of TCP-Reno, TCPVegas and TCP-Westwood in its congestion avoidance strategy and can obtain the highest throughput among existing
TCP variants when there is unused residual capacity while its friendliness to the TCP-Reno is sufficiently satisfied,
otherwise, it shares the same bandwidth to coexisting flows. Baiocchi et al.(2007) stated while designing high speed TCP,
we should consider not only the full link utilization characteristic but preserve also the primary char- acteristic of
congestion avoidance as it causes network instability and non-negligible degradations. They raised new issues like
“induced network stress” and “robustness to random losses” for TCP in high speed environment. They proposed “YeAH
TCP” a heuristic attempt to strike a balance among different opposite requirements. Xu et al.(2011) commented on
existing high speed TCP, although these protocols perform successfully to improve the bandwidth utilization, they still
have the weakness on the performance such as RTT-fairness, TCP-friendliness, etc. They stated that none of the existing
approaches is overwhelmingly better than the other protocols and have the convincing evidence that could be generally
deployed; the development of new high-speed TCP variants is still needed .They proposed “HCC TCP” which satisfies
the requirements for an ideal TCP variant in high-speed networks, and achieve efficient performance on throughput,
fairness, TCP-friendliness, robustness, etc.
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V. NETWORK PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS IN SORCE BASED CONGESTION CONTROL
Performance parameters considered for source based congestion control techniques are listed in the Table II, which
shows various source based congestion control approaches and their respective performance parameters taken into
consideration represented by the letter “y” in their respective cells. The blank cells show those performance parameters
which are not taken into account in the respective approach.
It can be observed from Table5 that the three performance parameters TCP friendliness, Fairness and efficiency have
considered most important parameters while designing source based congestion control algorithms. TCP friendliness
means maintaining fairness among the traditional TCP connections and High speed TCP connections. Hasegawa and
Murata (2001) pointed out that traditional TCP has already been used widely in the current internet, it is difficult for the
new high speed protocol to be accepted if it is not downward compatible to the existing TCP. A number of protocols,
such as High Speed TCP and Scalable TCP, have been proposed; however, their lack of friendliness to existing protocols
has hampered their wide deployment in public networks (Santi and Fonseca, 2011). Thus TCP friendliness is a key issue
while deployment of High speed TCP in current internet. Throughput efficiency and fairness are considered as major
design issues because in high speed network large amount of bandwidth is available which should be exploited
efficiently in a fair manner. RTT unfairness, fairness and bandwidth scalability have also con- sidered as important
parameters for source based congestion control algorithms. RTT unfairness problem arises when multiple flows with
different RTT delays are competing for the same bottleneck bandwidth.
Lakshman and Madhow (1997) have found that TCP throughput is inversely proportional to RTTα where 1<α<2.
Thus flow having larger RTT value will not get its fair share of link bandwidth as compared to flow having smaller RTT
value. RTT unfairness is considered as a severe problem on the way of deployment of source based congestion control
approaches in high speed networks (Xu et al., 2004). The performance parameter fairness was considered by various
researchers for the evaluation of source based approaches. The main goal of fairness is to share the network resource in a
fair manner. The performance parameter fairness has two dimensions, one is inter-protocol fairness and another one is
intra-protocol fairness. In case of high speed network bandwidth scalability is also considered as an important issue
because source based approach having scalable window increasing rule that not only can efficiently probe the link
capacity, but also reacts early to congestion by sensing the changes in RTT
Faster convergence to a fair bandwidth share is also considered as a vital issue because source based approach must
adapt to changing network conditions on reasonable time scales. Convergence times deal with the time for convergence
to fairness between an existing flow and a newly starting one, and area special concern for environments with highbandwidth long-delay flows. Convergence times also concern the time for convergence to fairness after a sudden change
such as a change in the network path, the competing cross-traffic
Responsiveness is one of the key concerns in the design of congestion control mechanisms which concern with the
response times to sudden congestion in the network. On the one hand, congestion control mechanisms should respond
reasonably promptly to sudden congestion from routing or bandwidth changes or from a burst of competing traffic. At
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the same time, congestion control mechanisms should not respond too aggressively to transient changes,e.g., to a sudden
increase in delay that will dissipate in less than the connection's round-trip time. Evaluating the response to sudden or
transient changes in bandwidth-delay product can be of particular concern for slowly responding congestion control
mechanisms. One goal is that of stability, in terms of minimizing oscillations of queuing delay or of throughput. In
practice, stability is frequently associated with rate fluctuations or variance. Rate variations can result in fluctuations in
router queue size and therefore of queue over flows. These queue over flows can cause loss synchronizations across
coexisting flows and periodic under-utilization of link capacity, both of which are considered to be general signs of
network instability. Thus, measuring the rate variations of flows is often used to measure the stability of transport
protocols. Xu et al. (2011) have first considered robustness of TCP against reverse traffic as a performance parameter in
High speed TCP design. Because throughput performance in forward path is significantly affected by the reverse traffic,
and the throughput of the source traffic decreases as the queuing delay increases on the reverse path. In other words as
the congestion on the reverse path increases, the throughput of the flows degrades although there is available bandwidth
on the forward path.
Table II List of performance parameters for source based congestion control in high speed network.
High speed TCP TCP
Fairness
RTT Respons Effici Bandwidth Conver Stabi Robus
(Floyd, 2003)
friendli
unfai ive-ness ency
scalability
gence
lity
tness
ness
rnes
speed
s
Scalable
TCP
y
y
y
y
y
(Kelly,2003)
H-TCP
(Leith
y
y
y
y
andShorten,2004)
BIC-TCP
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
(Xuetal.,2004)
FAST
TCP y
y
y
y
y
y
(Weietal.,2006)
TCP-Africa
y
y
y
y
y
(King etal.,2005)
TCP-A
Reno y
y
y
(Shimonishi and
Murase2005)
TCPW-A
y
y
y
y
y
(Wangetal.,2005)
Compound TCP y
y
y
y
y
y
(Tan
and
Song,2006)
TCP-fusion
y
y
y
y
(Kaneko
etal.,2007)
YeAHTCP
y
y
y
y
(Baiocchi
etal.,2007)
TCP
y
y
y
y
LogWestwoodþ
(Kliazovich et al.,
2008)
CUBIC
(Rhee y
y
y
y
y
y
y
andXu,2008)
Sync-TCP
y
y
y
y
y
(Xiuchao
etal.,2009)
TCP
Libra y
y
y
y
y
y
y
(Marfia
etal.,2005)
HCC
TCP y
y
y
Y
y
Y
(Xuetal.,2011)
VI. CONCLUSION
This survey explores literature review of congestion control algorithms in the context of high speed wired networks. This
survey covers the source based congestion control. Congestion control problem is assumed as a challenging problem by
academia and industry. Some approaches assume congestion control as a partial problem but most of the approaches
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considered network congestion as fully fledged problem. A demonstration of various approaches for source based
congestion control approaches has been study in order to find out strengths and weaknesses of those approaches.
Comparative study of performance of existing methods based on different performance metrics has been mentioned. It
can be observed that the three performance parameters TCP friendliness, Fairness and efficiency have considered most
important parameters while designing source based congestion control algorithm.
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